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New Revised Edition:
Conquering Pain: The Art of Healing with Biomagnetism, by Peter Kulish

*International Award-Winning Therapy Book*

The international award-winning energy medicine book, Conquering Pain: The Art of Healing with Biomagnetism, now in its second edition, provides amazing, never-seen-before research and pictures of immediate rapid healing of inflammation/free-radical sites, immediate increase in red blood cell vitality so important in heart attack and stroke prevention, and immediate increases in cellular tissue voltage resulting in healing never achieved before.

With ground-breaking work in the field of magnetic therapy, Conquering Pain is the only comprehensive magnet therapy guide you will ever need to stop pain, start healing and maintain wellness.

Written for the individual and the practitioner, Conquering Pain provides step-by-step applications for over 180 painful health conditions such as arthritis, backaches, burns, carpal tunnel, headaches, sprains, tendonitis, toothaches, acute injuries and chronic illness. The protocols are exact, scientifically-based, easy-to-apply, and are illustrated throughout the book.

The second edition also details the simple-to-use, advanced techniques that have helped remedy such acute and chronic conditions as optokinetic infant blindness, CFS, malabsorption, early-mid MS, EMF sensitivity, fibromyalgia, lupus, post-stroke dysfunction, severed nerves (paraplegic walks again), genetic issues, 400% faster healing of crushed/splintered bones, individuals awakening and healing from terminating comas, and much more. The book also gives important information about the dangers of applying magnetism improperly – the only book on magnet therapy that gives these important precautions.
**Testimonials**

**Paraplegic Man Walks Again**

A 47-year-old man lost control of his motorcycle badly injuring his spine, breaking one of his legs and several ribs, leaving him paralyzed, unable to ever walk again. The nerve damage was so severe he could barely use his arms. He was in such pain that he had to use a morphine pump. After visiting over 20 doctors throughout the US who could not help him, he tried BiomagScience.

He took to the magnets with great interest and started with three METs (Meridian Energy Therapy) and Bio-negative structured water daily. He also did specific nighttime therapy. After ten months, he was able to walk to a car and sit up; most of his pain had subsided enough to remove the pump. After eighteen months, he stood up on his Segway motor bike and drove two miles up curvy roads in the hills in Santa Barbara to show off his returned health and well-being. BiomagScience has stated that it is possible that with an additional therapy that was not used, the nerve healing time might have been reduced.

**Heart Condition**

Mr. Alfred Ayers suffered in pain and discomfort. He couldn’t walk more than 100 meters without gasping for breath, and then only with the aid of his cane. His doctor diagnosed his problem as coronary thrombosis and told him without bypass surgery, he wouldn’t live more than 5 years.

Mr. Ayers had neither the money nor insurance to cover the operation. He was extremely worried and anxious, when a close friend encouraged him to wear this “new gadget” called a BioMagnet as a pendant. That was 1994. In April of 1995, Mr. Ayers returned to his doctor for a checkup. His heart condition had healed without surgery or expensive medicines; he could walk long distances now, and climb overpasses with ease and without his cane.

“At present, I still wear my BioMags for maintenance... Perhaps it’s worth mentioning here that as a bonus, Biomags helped me get rid of my arthritis. Thank you BioMags.” ~ Mr. Ayers

**Seizures Eliminated**

“It’s no joke playing mother to an adopted nine-year-old boy who is an epileptic. Imagine seeing him suffer grand mal seizures despite unpleasant medications such as Tegretol 200 mg. that he had to take three times daily. But things changed for the better when one day, I brought home a set of [BiomagScience] BioMagnets and applied them on him. I told him that this was much safer for his body since the magnets are applied externally.” She reported that [after a few months of using the magnets] “...his intake of medication has been reduced to once a day and he hasn’t suffered an attack since then.” ~ E.L.M.T., M.D.

**Awoken From Terminating Coma**

A 91-year-old man’s kidneys failed and his dialysis could no longer be done, so he slipped into a septic shock coma. Just before he was about to terminate, the BiomagScience Organ Group Energizing (OGE) therapy was applied and instead of terminating, he woke up and started healing. He lived on for approximately six months without the need of dialysis as his kidneys healed and functioned. Then he peacefully died in his sleep after indicating that he wanted to pass on to be with his wife who had died many years before. This case is responsible for the creation of the OGE therapy, which has been an extraordinary therapy in helping with cases of chronic illness.
Praise for *Conquering Pain*

**The best book so far on healing with biomagnetism**

“As Los Angeles Chinese American Medical Doctor explains, “*Conquering Pain* by Peter Kulish is the only magnet therapy book that incorporates [the important knowledge of] energy medicine with physiology. This is why the Chinese use it and why it works so well.”

Another health professional explains, “The healing protocols of the correct use of biomagnets are essential information to anyone who is considering self-healing. I have found this kind of precision and information lacking in all the other books which I have read [on the subject]. It is important that users of magnetic products be fully educated to the possible misuse of biomagnets and their potential to short-circuit our nerve functioning or even to cause harm. Peter Kulish has made a unique contribution in this field.”

Phillip Schaeffer, former director of the Royal Society of Medicine and author of *The Longevity Codes*, the outstanding book that provides extensive information about how to look, feel and stay younger, explains: “There is one thing at the age of 90 that I can honestly attribute for my wonderful health: wearing the biomagnets every day for the last several decades is what has kept me young and healthy.” Schaeffer was the senior editor of Kulish’s first edition of *Conquering Pain: The Art of Healing with Biomagnetism* where he first learned and started using biomagnets every day.

**Peter Kulish** began his research in bio-magnetic therapy over three decades ago. Originally studying and consulting with the godfather of biomagnetism, Albert Roy Davis, Peter took an advanced degree from the Broeringmeyer BioMagnetic Institute and has consulted, and developed energy medicine protocols with doctors, scientists, and researchers from around the globe.

He is respected worldwide for his extensive research of Biomagnetism and pioneering the development of advanced therapies and protocols for prevention, wellness and resolution of pain, injury, illness, disease, nerve regeneration and most medical conditions.
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